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Introduction
Geometrical acoustics (GA) is a term for methods that are widely used in room
acoustics, outdoor sound propagation, and underwater acoustics. GA is based
on an assumption that the amplitude of a wavefront varies little over a distance
(along the wavefront) that is comparable to the wavelength, and that the radii
of curvature of the wavefront is substantially larger than the wavelength [1].
Most importantly, this assumption can not model the phenomenon of diffraction, e.g., at a sharp edge where a diffracted wave changes direction abruptly.
In homogeneous media at rest, GA views a sound wave as propagating with
a constant speed along straight lines, or rays, that are emitted from a source.
In non-homogeneous media, with speed of sound gradients, such rays become
curved and thereby model refraction through a medium. The method of ray
tracing can handle straight and curved rays, but the latter version of ray tracing is not covered in this text.
The three chapters describe GA methods for homogeneous media, which
is usually assumed for indoor cases. The first of those two chapters describes
the modeling of specular reflections with the image source method (ISM), and
the beam tracing method. For a limited set of geometries and boundary conditions, the image source method can give the exact solution, whereas general
geometries are handled by the approximate ”diffraction-ignoring” version of
the ISM. The possibility to extend the ISM to account for diffraction for rigid
boundary conditions is introduced in the second chapter. The third chapter on
GA methods for homogeneous media describes the handling of diffuse reflections, implemented as either radiosity or (versions of) ray tracing.
The first two chapters will mainly deal with deterministic cases where the
complex sound pressure amplitude for a single (angular) frequency, ω, is the
relevant quantity. The last chapter, dealing with diffuse reflections, uses p2 as
a primary quantity, implying that details of interference effects are ignored.
To summarize, the goal of this text is to provide the basic equations needed
for implementing the image source method, edge diffraction method, ray tracing and radiosity. Some numerical examples are illustrating various calculation methods. A number of references are given that can help with further
detailed aspects of the various methods. In particular, a recent article gives a
thorough overview over the development of the many methods in geometrical
acoustics [2].

v

Chapter

1

Specular reflections
This chapter starts with the modeling of a single specular reflections from an
infinite plane with the image source method (ISM). This method is thereafter
shown to give the exact solution for a small number of symmetric geometries,
in particular the shoebox-shaped (cuboid) room. As the next step, the reflection from a finite reflector is studied, and the ”diffraction-ignoring” version
of the ISM is introduced. The geometrical aspects of identifying valid specular
reflections in general geometries are described, and computational algorithms
are outlined, including the beam tracing method.

1.1 A specular reflection from an infinite plane
Consider a monopole source, S, with volume velocity U0 , positioned in xS ,
above a reflecting plane, defined by z = 0. A time-harmonic factor of ejωt
is assumed but omitted in the following. The sound pressure, p, at a receiver
position, x R , can be written as a sum of the direct sound and the field generated
by an image source, in x IS (see Fig. 1.1),
p(x R ) = jωρ0 U0

e−jkr0
e−jkr1
+ Rp
4πr0
4πr1

!
(1.1)

where ρ0 is the density of the medium, the distances r0 = |x R − xS |, and r1 =
|x R − x IS |. The factor R p is the plane wave reflection factor,
Rp =

Z2 cos θ − Z1 cos γ
Z2 cos θ + Z1 cos γ

(1.2)

where Z1,2 are the impedances of the media 1 and 2, respectively, and the angles θ and γ are the angles relative to the normal for the incident and transmitted waves, respectively. For a locally-reacting medium 2, cos γ = 1.
1

2
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Figure 1.1: A source, S, generates a direct sound at a receiver, R, and also a
specular reflection, represented by an image source, IS.
Eq.(1.1) can be written as a source signal times a transfer function, or Green’s
function, i.e., p(x R ) = Q(ω ) · G (ω ), where Q(ω ) = jωρ0 U0 /(4π )∗ , and
G (ω, x R , xS ) =

e−jkr0
e−jkr1
+ Rp
r0
r1

(1.3)

The representation of a specular reflection with an image source is exact for
the ideal Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions, for which R p,Neumann =
1, and R p,Dirichlet = −1, corresponding to that Z2 = ∞, and Z2 = 0, respectively. For general boundary conditions, the image source concept, as in equation 1.3, is accurate if the sum of the perpendicular distances of the source
and receiver to the reflecting plane is much larger than the wavelength [3]. If
this requirement is not fulfilled, an exact solution can be computed by introducing a distribution of image sources that are positioned from the ordinary
image source position, into the imaginary dimension, [4], [5]. According to this
approach, the ”complex equivalent source method”, the Green’s function will
rather be
e−jkr0
e−jkr1
G (ω, x R , xS ) =
+
r0
r1
Z 0 jkr0
e
+ j2γ
e−jγζ dζ
−∞

r0

(1.4)

p
where r 0 = ( x − xS )2 + (y − yS )2 + (z + zS − jζ )2 and γ = jkρ0 c/Z2 . It can
be noticed that r 0 has the form of a distance, if the image source is positioned in
( x, y, z) = (0, 0, −h + jζ ). An equivalent form of solution is the spherical reflection coefficient, as also described by Taraldsen [4]. As demonstrated by Lam,
[6], the use of the plane wave reflection coefficient might give very acceptable
∗ It is common that the free-field Green’s function is rather e−jkr0 / (4πr ) but here the form
0
is chosen to fit with the chapter on edge diffraction, and the choice made in the Matlab Edge
diffraction toolbox which is used for many of the examples.
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accuracy for sound fields in rooms.
The IS position for the case in Fig. 1.1, with xS = [ xS , yS , zS ], and the reflection
plane defined by z = 0, is obviously x IS = [ xS , yS , −zS ]. For general reflection
plane orientations, the IS position, x IS , the reflection angle θ, and the specular
reflection point, x RP , can be found via eqs. (A.2) - (A.5).
The angle-dependence of R p in Eq.(1.2) indicates another perspective on
why the plane-wave reflection coefficient can not give an exact solution for
non-ideal boundary conditions. The angular dependence implies that the im−jkr
age source is directional with a zero-th order radial dependence, e r , times an
angle-dependent function. Such a source directivity function does not fulfill
the wave equation, since the zero-th order radial function is omnidirectional in
the spherical harmonics set of orthogonal functions [7].
On the other hand, directional sources and ideal BCs can, due to superposition, use the image source concept also for a set of monopoles that represent
an original directional source [8], or a spherical-harmonics-compatible way to
describe a source’s directivity.

1.1.1 Time-domain solution
In sections further down, time-domain solutions will be used frequently, so the
time-domain solution corresponding to Eq.(1.3) is an impulse response Green’s
function
δ(t − r0 /c)
δ(t − r1 /c)
g(t, x R , xS ) =
(1.5)
+ R p (t) ∗
r0
r1
where δ(t) is Dirac’s delta function, and ∗ represents a convolution. A few
things could be mentioned related to this time-domain expression. One is that
a numerical implementation works with sampled, discrete-time signals with
a certain sampling frequency. The continuous-time delta function will have
to be converted to a discrete-time signal and several methods exist for this.
The simplest one is to simply round off the exact time of the delta function to
the nearest sample time, but this gives a certain amount of phase error. More
accurate methods are described in [9]. A second thing to comment is that the
reflection factor, R p (t) must be expressed in terms of an impulse response.

1.2 Exact image source solutions for higher-order reflections
1.2.1 Image source grid
When there are more than one reflecting surfaces, the surfaces can be removed
and a set of multiple, free-field radiating image sources can be arranged symmetrically around the planes of those (removed) reflecting walls, and thus fulfil
the boundary conditions at the positions of the reflecting surfaces. For some
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Figure 1.2: A 2D-view of a shoebox-shaped room, with an image source grid
which can be arranged symmetrically around all surfaces and thereby fulfill all
the boundary conditions.

cases, this method can give the exact solution. For all other cases, an approximate version of the ISM, which ignores diffraction, is presented in section 1.4.
The image source method can give an exact solution if
• the geometry allows a symmetric arrangement of image sources around
the domain boundaries, without any image source inside the domain of
interest, such that the boundary conditions are fulfilled everywhere, and
• the boundary condition makes the image source solution exact, which is
true for the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions∗ .
One well-known example is the shoe-box shaped (cuboid) room for which
a regular lattice of image sources can be placed symmetrically around the six
reflecting walls, see Fig. 1.2. Adding up the contributions from that infinite
set of image sources will then give a solution which is equivalent to the modal
solution, as shown by [11]. A complete list of 2D and 3D geometries that have
exact ISM solutions is given in [10]. The Green’s function for the ISM solution
could then be written as
∞

G (ω, x R , xS ) =

e−jkri Mi
Πm=1 R p,m
ri
i =1

∑

(1.6)

where ri = |x R − x IS,i |, and R p,1 , R p,2 , ..., R p,Mi are the reflection factors for the
Mi reflection planes involved in image source number i. Again, for the exact
solution, the R p,m need to be +1 or -1. The corresponding impulse-response
solution is
∞
δ(t − ri /c) Mi
g(t, x R , xS ) = ∑
Πm=1 R p,m
ri
i =1
∗ Other boundary conditions might also lead to exact solution but they might require image line
and volume sources [10].
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Figure 1.3: A 90-degree corner, with an original source, o, and the three image
sources, *.

1.2.2 Image source tree
As a prelude to the (diffraction-ignoring) ISM for general geometries, the infinite regular grid of image sources refered to above can also be understood as
an order-by-order build-up of an image source tree, which is independent of receiver position, followed by a visibility check for one specific receiver position.
These two steps are purely geometric exercises.
Fig. 1.3 illustrates a 90-degree corner which gets an image source tree as in
Fig. 1.4. An image source tree starts from the root node at the top which represents the original source. Then, all the planes that are seen by the source will
generate a first-order reflection. In this corner example, there will obviously be
two first-order reflections, represented by image sources IS1 and IS2 . The next
level of the image source tree will contain second-order image sources, which
are found by mirroring the first-order image sources in the other reflection planes.
Thus, the location of IS12 (which represents a reflection in plane P1 followed
by a reflection in plane P2 , is found by reflecting the IS1 in plane P2 , whereas
IS21 , likewise, is found by reflecting IS2 in plane P1 . For the 90-degree corner,
IS21 happens to be located in the same point as IS12 . As shown in Section 1.4,
this IS tree build-up can be generalized to any reflection order and any geometry of plane reflecting surfaces. The IS tree can be called a potentially visible set
of image sources, which should include all image sources that could be valid
for one specific receiver location.

1.2.3 Visibility test
Once a receiver position has been specified, the visibility of each image source
”candidate” in the IS tree has to be checked. Continuing with the example
from above, for one receiver, R, as shown in Fig. 1.5, the visibility check of IS12
in Fig. 1.3 implies that the two reflection points, in P1 and P2 , are within the
respective semi-infinite planes. Those reflection points, RP, are found sequentially from the end:
• The last reflection point, RP12 , is the point at P2 where the line from R to
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Figure 1.4: The image source tree for the 90-degree corner in Fig. 1.3.
the last IS, IS12 , crosses.
• The second last reflection point, RP12 , is the point at P1 where the line
from RP12 to the second last IS, IS1 , crosses.
An iterative approach is indicated, and this could indeed be repeated for any
order of reflections. After each such path-leg construction, for each RP it should
be checked if the location of the RP is inside the corresponding reflection plane.
If not, the sequence of reflection points does not need to be evaluated any further.
Apparantly, only receivers below the dot-dashed line in Fig. 1.5 will ”see”
IS21 through P1 . Exactly on the so-called zone boundary, one can assign a
visibility factor, or strength multiplier, V, of 0.5 because then, the co-located
IS12 will also get a V = 0.5, and added together, they act as a single image
source which is visible for all receivers. Thus, no visibility test is ever needed,
which is why this procedure of ”IS tree setup” followed by a ”Visibility check”
is superfluous for geometry cases with exact IS solutions. ∗
Once a list of visible image sources have been identified, then, again,
∞

G (ω, x R , xS ) =

∑ V (x IS , xR )

i =1

e−jkri Mi
Πm=1 R p,m
ri

(1.7)

where V (x IS , x R ) = 0, 1/N, or 1, where N is the number of image sources at
the same location. As pointed out above, the introduction of V is superfluous
for the cases which have exact IS solutions, since each IS with V = 1/2 has a
companion IS with V = 1/2.

1.3 A specular reflection from a finite reflector
A finite reflecting surface, as in Fig. 1.6, can unfortunately not be represented
exactly by an image source. One reason that it doesn’t work is that the image
source, when placed according to the same principle as in section 1.1, will be
positioned in the domain of interest - since the domain of interest is the entire
∗ For general non-convex shaped rooms, a second step is required after the visibility check described above: each path leg must be checked for obstructions.
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Figure 1.5: A 90-degree corner with a receiver, R, indicated, as well as one
reflection path via planes 1 and 2. The two reflection points, RP, are indicated
together with the dashed lines that illustrate how reflection points are found.
The dotted line indicates the boundary for which the image sources IS12 , and
IS21 , respectively, are visible.
space, for a finite reflector. A second reason is that the image source will accomplish a rigid boundary condition also outside the finite reflector, which is
wrong. Then the properties of GA come to the rescue: for very high frequencies, it appears as if the image source is valid only in parts of the region, and
the same holds true for the direct sound. The visibility factor, V (x R , xS ), which
was introduced in Section 1.2.3 encodes when the image source is visible or
not,
e−jkr0
e−jkr1
G (ω, x R , xS ) =
V (x R , xS ) + R p
V (x R , x IS )
(1.8)
r0
r1
For the direct sound, V (x R , xS ) = 1 if the path from source to receiver is unobstructed by the finite reflector, and 0 if the path is obstructed. For the image
source, V (x R , x IS ) = 1 if the path from the image source to the receiver passes
through the finite reflector, and 0 otherwise.
An example of the wavefront truncation that is generated by those visibility factors is shown in Fig. 1.7. The figure illustrates a snapshot of the reflected wavefront caused by a single reflector. For this illustration, the Green’s
function impulse responses were computed for an array of receiver positions.
A source signal, a raised-cosine pulse, was then convolved with the Green’s
function impulse responses, and the filtered impulse responses were plotted in
a stacked fashion. This figure illustrates that the GA solution is ”unphysical”
since it generates a truncated wavefront, which can not exist in reality. This
is nevertheless the principle used by the ISM for general geometries - to let an IS be
visible in an on/off-manner.
In chapter 2, the concept of diffraction waves is introduced, which can be added
to the specular reflections such that the total solution is correct, for convex

8
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Figure 1.6: A finite reflector in z = 0, extending between x = −0.5 m to x = 0.5
m. In the y-direction, the plate extends to ±5 m. One source position, S, is
shown, with the associated image source, IS. The visibility zone for this image
source is indicated by the dotted lines. An array of receivers, R, are indicated
as well.

polyhedra with rigid surfaces.

1.4 Approximate image source solution for higher-order
reflections
The GA approach introduced in the previous section - that the ISM can be
used for finite reflectors using the visibility factors - implies that any geometry
can be handled, as long as it is represented by plane surfaces. Formulated
differently, this approach ignores edge diffraction waves. It turns out to be
slightly easier for rooms that can be described as convex, that is, there are no
indents as seen from the inside, which implies that all points on all surfaces
can see all points on all other surfaces. Therefore, section 1.4.1 describes the
ISM for such convex-geometry room as an introduction, whereas the ISM for
general, non-convex-geometry rooms is described in Section 1.4.3.

1.4.1 The image source tree for convex-shaped rooms
As described in section 1.2.2, an image source tree represents all the image
sources that could potentially be visible from some receiver location. It is built
up reflection order by reflection order, by computing the image sources of order n + 1 by reflecting image sources of order n in all the relevant reflection
planes. In that process, one could employ one of three approaches, [12], [3], as
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Figure 1.7: A stacked display of impulse responses for a linear array of receivers, indicated in Fig. 1.6. The impulse responses include only the specular
reflection, taking the visibility factor into account. The impulse responses were
convolved with a raised cosine pulse of length 0.21 ms (10 samples @ 48 kHz),
acting as a low-pass filter.
presented in Table 1.1∗ .
Table 1.1: Three approaches for building up an image source tree
Approach
1.
2.
3.

Description
”Naive” approach: reflect an image source in all planes except
the last plane in the sequence that generated the image source.
Reflect an image source only in planes that the image source
is in front of.
Reflect an image source only in planes that are partly inside
the beam created by the image source and its last reflection
plane.

These three approaches generate extremely different numbers of potentially
visible ISs, [3] and thereby strongly affect how much processing is needed for
the subsequent visibility test for one receiver: the fewer candidates there are in
the image source tree, the less computing has to be carried out for the subsequent visibility tests.
Fig. 1.8 shows parts of a minimalistic room where the image source IS4 ends
up behind plane P5 , and therefore the branch that would have started from IS45
can be ”pruned” if one uses approach 2 above† . The image source is in front
∗ Note that planes will have one specific reflection side. A thin reflector would have to be defined as two back-to-back planes.
† If an image source can not exist, neither can its ”children” image sources.
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Figure 1.8: A room example, with a source and an image source, IS4 . The
dash-dot lines indicate the beam created by the image source and its reflection
plane.
of planes P1 -P3 as well as P6 and P7 and therefore the image source candidates
IS41 , IS42 , IS43 , IS46 , IS47 will all be generated according to approach 2 above.
However, one can also see that the beam created by IS4 and its reflection plane,
P4 , can not ”see” any part of P6 , so according to approach 3 above, the branch
starting with IS46 can be pruned/removed as well.
For each reflection order, the difference in numbers of IS candidates gets larger
and larger for the three approaches. On the other hand, the processing involved in approach 3 is much more involved than the processing needed for
approach 2. The latter is straightforward, as shown in section A.5.

1.4.2 Beam-tracing
Approach 3 in Table 1.1 can be extended to a separate method, called beamtracing. Instead of storing a list of (potentially visible) image sources in the
image source tree, a beam-tree, of potentially visible beams, is stored. The beamtree is closely related to the image source tree since the beam is defined by an
image source, at its vertex, plus a number of beam sides, which can be stored as
plane equations (which are derived from the image source, and two more vertices, e.g., those that form an edge of the last reflection plane). The beams need
to have some polygonal shape, e.g. triangular. The beam tracing algorithm
detects when and where the rays (that form a beam) hit a wall surface, and
the handling of this reflection can be done in various ways, which determines
which version of beam-tracing is used. Fig. 1.9 illustrates one such reflection
where a triangular beam hits the edge of a reflection plane and therefore the
beam is clipped. The clipped, specularly reflected beam is shown.
Some beam-tracing versions that are guaranteed to find all specular reflections:
• Exact, beam-clipping [13],[14]
• Conservative, [15]
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Figure 1.9: An example showing a triangular beam which hits an edge of a
reflection plane, and a clipped beam is reflected specularly.
In a similar way as the three approaches for building up an image source tree
above, these two approaches require very different amounts of processing, but
lead to different numbers of potential image source candidates. The beamclipping version will contain exactly the beams that can potentially reach a
receiver, whereas the second ”Conservative” version, will give more potential
IS candidates. In the subsequent visibility test, for one specific receiver, the
beam-tree from the exact, beam-clipping is the easiest since the visibility check
implies only a check if the receiver point is inside a beam. Such a check is
easy: if the receiver point is in front of all the beam planes that make up the
beam, then the receiver is inside the beam. The conservative version, on the
other hand, requires the same check - that the receiver is inside a beam - and
in addition, that all the reflection points are inside their finite reflection planes.
It is argued in [15] that the beam-tree processing for the conservative method
is so much ”cheaper” than for the beam-clipping method, so that the extra cost
involved in the visibility test is not offsetting the cheaper beam-tree processing.
Here, we will not go into further detail of the beam-tracing technique.
Beam-tracing versions that are not guaranteed to find all specular reflections
also exist:
• Approximate: let a center ray represent a rectangular beam (a frustum),
but each frustum is potentially subdivided into four or more subfrusta if
the entire frustum does not hit the same reflection plane. This has been
called frustum tracing [16].
• Approximate: let the center-ray represent a circular beam = cone-tracing.
The approximate beam tracing versions can not guarantee that all possible
specular reflections /image sources will be found but, the more beams that
are emitted, the fewer specular reflections will be missed. The last version,
called cone tracing, is a very common approach where circular beams are represented by their center ray. The beam extent is defined by a circular disc, with
a linearly increasing radius, and is easily found at any point along the center
ray. Cone tracing is actually just another name for ray tracing which will be
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discussed further in the next section.

1.4.3 The image source tree + beam-tracing for general, non-convexshaped room geometries
Most room geometries are non-convex-shaped, that is, there are indents of
some form. An image source tree, or beam tree, can be constructed in the
same way as in the last section, but there are some additional aspects to consider. In a non-convex shaped room, all planes are not guaranteed to see each
other (which is a good thing, computation-wise, because this fact will reduce
the size of the image source tree). For a plane pair to see each other, two conditions must be fulfilled:
1. Both planes must be partly in front of the other plane. This is a cheap test
to compute.
2. There should not be any obscuring plane which completely obscures the
view of plane Pi from plane Pj . This test is costly to implement for the
image source method, but comes automatically with the exact, beamclipping beam-tracing version.

1.4.4 The visibility test
Once a receiver has been specified, the visibility of each image source candidate
has to be tested. The amount of processing needed for this depends on the
version of the ISM or beam tracing that was implemented:
• For the ISM, all the reflection points along the reflection sequence must
be computed and it should be checked if they are inside the respective
finite reflection planes. In addition, it should be checked if there is any
obstruction for each of the path legs making up the reflection path.
• For the exact, beam-clipping version, the only visibility test needed is to
check if the receiver is inside the beam, i.e., in front of all the planes that
define the beam.
• For the conservative beam-tracing version, it is necessary to check if there
is any obstruction for each of the path legs making up the reflection path.
Example: room with ceiling reflectors
As an example of a non-convex geometry, a shoebox-shaped room with two
ceiling reflectors is studied. Figure 1.10 shows the geometry, including a source
position and a vertical array of microphone positions. Impulse responses were
computed taking up to sixth-order specular reflections into account, for the
receiver positions along the array. The impulse responses were subsequently
convolved with a raised-cosine (20 samples 24 kHz) source signal and plotted
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Figure 1.10: A shoebox-shaped room with two ceiling reflectors, and a vertical
array of receiver positions, R.
in a stacked fashion as in Fig. 1.11. Truncated wavefronts can be identified, and
they are the ”trademark” of the diffraction-ignoring image source method.

1.4.5 Acceleration techniques
As pointed out earlier, the identification of valid and visible image sources is
a purely geometrical problem. For such problems, various acceleration techniques exist, which makes it possible to handle huge geometrical models, [17].
Some examples that have been applied to computational room acoustics include ”binary space partioning” (BSP) [14], [18], ”kd-tree” structure [19], ”bounding volume hierarchies” (BVH), [16], but they are not discussed any further
here.

1.5 The contribution by a specular reflection
As described in the previous sections, the geometrical computations lead to
a list of visible specular reflections/image sources for a specific source and
receiver location. The contribution by each such image source will be, as in
Eq.(1.7),
e−jkri Mi
GGA,ISi (ω, x R , xS ) =
Πm=1 R p,m
(1.9)
ri
Here, the visibility factor is left out, since the previous computational stage
output a list of image sources with V = 1!∗
Now, we will make a little precursor to the energy-based GA techniques (EGA)
that will be employed in section 1.5. EGA-approaches (for finding specular
∗ OK, one might actually need to include the visibility factor, since it could have the value V =
0.5 if the visibility test is right at the boundary of a reflecting surface.
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Figure 1.11: Stacked impulse responses for the receiver positions indicated in
Fig. 1.10. The direct sound as well as specular reflections up to sixth order
were included.
reflections) can use exactly the same geometrical stage which gives a list of
visible image sources. Each contribution of an image source will be very similar to Eq.(1.9), but it is also straightforward to incorporate source and receiver
directivities, as well as air attenuation,
p2EGA,IS,i (x R ) = W0 ρ0 c

DFS · DFR −mri M1
e
Π m =1 (1 − α m )
4πri2

(1.10)

where W0 is the source power, DF represents the directivity factor for the source
or receiver, and e−mri represents the air attenuation, with the air dissipation coefficient m. The term αm is the absorption coefficient = 1 − | R p,m |2 , where R p is
the reflection factor in equation 1.2. In this expression, no phase shift caused
by a specular reflection can be included. In larger scale models (with many
reflecting surfaces), the detailed data might not be available anyways. When
it comes to the absorption coefficient, α, the angular dependence of this quantity is often unknown (because it requires knowledge of the impedance of the
reflecting surface), and the random-incidence average value might be the only
α-value which is available. The frequency-dependence of p2EGA,IS is usually
handled by re-computing new values for each octave (or third-octave) band
separately.
A fundamental assumption of the EGA approach is that p2 -contributions
that arrive to a receiver can be added, for each octave or third-octave band.
Usually, however, one wants to find the temporal dependence, p2 (t), and therefore, the p2 -contributions are often added into time slots which might have a
resolution of, say, 1 ms. Thereby, the decay of p2 (t) can be studied and parameters such as the reverberation time can be computed, separately for each
frequency band. It is, however, also possible to try to reconstruct, or synthesize
an impulse response, which would give p(t) rather than p2 (t). To reconstruct
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such an impulse response, it is most straightforward to treat each specular reflection separately, as in next section.

1.5.1 Reconstructing phase, for the construction of an impulse response
The EGA approach has been used for a long time in room acoustics applications to compute p2 (t)-histograms. For the purpose of auralization, however,
a pressure impulse response has to be created. This seems to require a reconstruction of phase functions that are completely unknown, since the input data
(typically) had no phase information, or it was lost in the employment of equation 1.10. However, the propagation phase can be restored, and an additional
linear or minimum-phase function is ”enforced”, by this procedure for each
reflection:
1. The list of p2 -values for the octave, or third-octave bands, is extrapolated
towards 0 Hz (using some educated guessing), and towards f s /2 (using
another round of educated guessing).
p
2. The list is converted to | p|-values, simply as | p| = p2 .
3. The list of | p|-values is sampled at f = n · ∆ f , where ∆ f = f s /n FFT and
n ∈ [0, 1, 2, ..., n FFT /2], where n FFT is selected to give enough frequency
resolution for the frequency-dependence of p. Equivalently, n FFT is selected to give a long enough impulse response for representing the wall
reflection impulse response.
4. A linear phase function, or a minimum-phase function, ϕ( f ) is chosen
to accompany the | p|-values. In a reverberant sound field it has been
claimed to be impossible to hear the difference between those two approaches [20].
5. A mirrored conjugate version of the | p|e jϕ is constructed to fill the frequency bins f = n · ∆ f where n ∈ [n FFT /2 + 1, ..., n FFT − 1] so that a
vector, p, of n FFT complex sound pressure values results.
6. A short reflection impulse response, g p , representing a single reflection,
is found by computing the inverse DFT of p.
7. The short reflection impulse response is added to a long room impulse
response at the delay time t = r/c. If a linear-phase function was employed for the reflection impulse response, then the short delay of this
short FIR filter must be taken into account.
An optional extra step, 4.5, is to multiply with head-related transfer functions for the specific incidence angle towards a human listener, for the reflection that is being synthesized. This generates a left-ear and a right-ear impulse
response, respectively. Including this binaural processing is the core technique
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of binaural synthesis of a binaural room impulse response, which in turn is a
core technique in auralization [21],[22].

1.6 Example of energetic vs. complex-pressure addition
We consider the monopole source, placed in xS = (0, 0, zS ) above an infinite
reflecting plane, positioned in z = 0. A line of receivers is placed along a
line x R = ( x, 0, z R ). The reflecting plane is assumed to be completely rigid, so
the image source solution, called the GA solution here, should give the exact
solution. Thus, an image source is placed at x IS = (0, 0, −zS ) and we get two
contributions to the receiver. The complex-amplitude sound pressure will be a
sum of the two contributions, and the visibility factors are both 1,
!


jωρ0 U0 e−jkr0
jωρ0 U0 e−jkr0 1
e−jkr1
1 −jk∆r
pGA (x R ) =
=
+
+ e
4π
r0
r1
4π
r0
r1
(1.11)
p
p
where r0 = x2 + (z R − zS )2 , r1 = x2 + (z R + zS )2 , and ∆r = r1 − r0 . We
can then derive a total p2 -value which takes the interference into account, as
!
ω 2 ρ20 U02 1
1
2 cos k∆r
2
pGA (x R ) =
+ 2+
r0 r1
(4π )2
r02
r1
W ρ c
= 0 0
4π

1
2 cos k∆r
1
+ 2+
r0 r1
r02
r1

!
(1.12)

ρ U 2 ω2

0
. If we derive the
where we employed that the source power, W0 = 04πc
energy-based summation of the two contributions, as given by Eq.(1.10), we
get
!
1
W0 ρ0 c 1
2
+ 2
pEGA (x R ) =
4π
r02
r1

and we indeed see that the only difference between the two p2 -expressions is
the interference term which is included in p2GA . In Fig. 1.12 an example, with
zS = 1 m, z R = 2 m, and x ∈ [0.5, 5] m, shows L p based on three different
version of p2 : p2GA for a single frequency, 500 Hz; p2EGA (which is frequencyindependent), and p2GA,octave band which is averaged across the octave band of
500 Hz. The strong interference effects for a single frequency clearly makes the
EGA-approach quite erroneous. For the averaged p2 -value across a frequency
band, however, the GA-result and the EGA-result are much more similar. They
get more similar the larger the ∆k · ∆r-product is.
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Figure 1.12: The sound pressure level, L p , for a monopole above a rigid
ground, for the frequency 500 Hz will be quite different for the uncorrelated
addition employed in the Energetic Geometrical Acoustics (EGA) approach,
versus the interference-respecting addition in the Geometrical Acoustics (GA)
approach. However, for the octave-band-averaged response, the interference
effects are hardly noticeable anymore.

Chapter

2

Edge diffraction
In the previous chapter, the lack of modeling diffraction was pointed out as one
of the major approximations with geometrical acoustics and Fig. 1.7 illustrated the truncated wavefronts that result from a finite reflector. For an infinite wedge, the concept of an edge diffraction wave is well-known, and can
be defined as the missing sound field component, p ED , which should be added
to the geometrical acoustics solution so that the sum is the exact solution, [1]:
ptotal = pGA + pED
For an infinite wedge, an exact frequency-domain solution was presented by
Macdonald for a general wedge, [? ], with ideal boundary conditions (Neumann or Dirichlet). An exact time-domain solution was presented by Biot and
Tolstoy, [23], again with the ideal boundary conditions. The diffraction from a
finite edge, and the related multiple-order diffraction, does not have any classical solutions but various approaches have been suggested, as presented in
the next section.
A number of approximate solutions have been presented for the finite edge
diffraction, e.g., the classical high-frequency asymptotic Geometrical Theory of
Diffraction (GTD) by Keller, [24], its extension the Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD), [25], and the empirical ”Maekawa-chart”, [26]. They are not going
to be used any further in this text.

2.1 Edge diffraction from a finite edge
An early attempt at solving the diffraction from a finite edge resulted from the
Kirchhoff approximation (KA). The KA implies that the sound pressure is assumed to be known at the surface of a finite reflector (for a rigid surface, the
pressure is assumed to be twice the incident free-field sound pressure for visible parts of the surface, and zero for invisible parts of the surface). Then, the
Helmholtz integral implies that the scattered sound pressure can be computed
18
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by a surface integral over the finite reflector. It was shown by Maggi, and independently by Rubinowicz, that the surface integral can be transformed into
a line integral along the edges of the finite reflector, and that gave expressions
for edge diffraction waves from the reflector edges, [27], [28]. The underlying
Kirchhoff approximation, however, leads to inaccurate results for lower frequencies. Furthermore, as pointed by Jebsen, the Kirchhoff approximation is
not a high-frequency asymptotic solution since it will give an erroneous results
regardless of frequency in certain situations, [29].
Another approach was taken by Medwin, who used the exact Biot-Tolstoy
time-domain solution, and argued how it could simply be truncated to give
the impulse response of a finite edge, [30], [31]. He suggested two slightly different versions, and later it was shown by Svensson et al, [32], that an analytic
direcitivity function could be derived which described the diffracted wave as
generated by directional edge sources. A frequency-domain version was presented later, [33], and the numerical challenges for the jumps in the sound field
were addressed in [34]. The frequency-domain expression in [33] is presented
below.

Figure 2.1: Wedge geometry and edge-aligned cylindrical coordinate system is
used to decribe the source (rS , θS , zS ) and receiver (r R , θ R , z R ) positions.

Consider a rigid wedge, a point source S and a receiver R with coordinates
(rS , θS , zS ), (r R , θ R , z R ), respectively, in an edge aligned cylindrical coordinate
system as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The parameter ν = π/θW is the so-called
wedge index, where θW is the exterior wedge angle, and z1 and z2 are the
endpoints of the finite wedge. m and l denote the distances from the edge point
z to the source and receiver, respectively. Then the edge-diffraction transfer
function, GED (ω ), is expressed as a line integral in the z-coordinate along the
edge[33].
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GED (ω ) = −

ν
4π

Z z2 −jk(m+l )
e
z1

ml
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βdz.

(2.1)

The integrand has a form which suggests spherical spreading to and from the
edge point, multiplied by the function β i , which has the form
4

β=

∑ βi ,

betai =

i =1

sin(νφ1 )
,
cosh(νη ) − cos(νφi )

where the angles φi are
φ1 = π + θS + θ R ,
φ3 = π − θS + θ R ,

φ2 = π + θS − θ R
φ4 = π + −θS − θ R ,

and η is an auxiliary function
η = cosh−1

(z − zS )(z − z R ) + ml
.
rS r R

(2.2)

The function β i depends only on the incidence and exit angles to and from
the edge point, and therefore β i can be interpreted as an edge source directivity
function. Furthermore, the frequency-dependence is only in the propagation
factor, e−jk(m+l ) , which makes the transformation to a time-domain expression
straightforward:

Z z2 
ν
m+l β
gED (t) = −
δ t−
dz.
(2.3)
4π z1
c
ml
It could be pointed out that these integrals could be computed also for curved
edges [32].
There are a number of numerical issues for the implementation of these FD or
TD expressions. A first issue is that this ED sound field component will add
to the discontinuous (in space) GA component, and the sum will be smooth
(in space). Therefore, also the ED component must be discontinuous. This discontinuity shows up via the β-factor in Eqs. (??) and (??), which becomes more
and more singular around one point along the edge, the so-called apex point, the
closer the receiver point’s angle θ R comes to the zone boundary. This singularity in the integral was addressed in [34] where a series expansion of the integrand around the apex point was shown to give smooth results across the zone
boundaries. Another singularity occurs for receiver points, or source points,
coming very close to the edge, because the cylindrical distances rS and/or r R
approach zero. This singularity was analyzed in [35] and found to agree with
expected results from classical theory.
An integral as in Eq. (??) is a Fourier-type integral and as such, it gets costlier
and costlier to evaluate, the higher the frequency. It was, however, shown in
[36] that the numerical method of steepest descent can be very efficient for
computing this integral, especially for higher frequencies. It can be noticed
that the finite integration range of Eq. (??) lead to contributions from the two
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endpoints, and from around the apex point.
Interestingly, the TD computations are very efficient since there is no oscillating factor in the integrand. Rather than evaluating the integral in Eq. (??)
over the same integration range (the entire edge), again and again, for many
frequencies, the TD method requires that the integral in Eq. (??) is evaluated
many times. However, each time the integral is carried out for a short integration range , that corresponds to each time sample’s influence range [32], [34].

2.1.1 Example: The reflection and diffraction from a finite reflector
As one example, we can compute the GA field and the ED field, in the timedomain, for the same finite reflector as in Section 1.3. As illustrated in Fig. 1.6,
an array of receiver positions are placed in front of a finite reflector. Impulse
responses are computed for all the receivers, and convolved with a raised cosine function. Fig. 2.2 illustrates these convolved impulse responses, including
both GA and first-order edge diffraction components. It is clear that the ED
components will ”heal” the discontinuous wave front that was visible in Fig.
1.7, and also lead to that the scattered reflection reaches over a much wider
range than the specular reflection, albeit with a reduced amplitude. It can also
be noticed that the reflection amplitude within the visibility-zone gets reduced
as the receiver comes closer to the zone boundary.
This example makes it quite clear that also higher-order diffraction will be generated, since the diffracted waves reach other diffracting edges. Furthermore,
the diffracted wave can also be specularly reflected and then generate more
diffraction etc. This higher-order diffraction will be studied in the next subsection.

2.1.2 How about diffraction and non-rigid surfaces?
TBD

2.2 Higher-order diffraction for convex polyhedra and discs
As soon as a reflecting object has a finite, or a curved, edge, the generation
of higher-order diffraction is inevitable. In this section, the case of a convex
polyhedral (rigid) scattering object, or a (rigid) thin disc, is studied. It has
been demonstrated that for such scatterers, the edge source concept can be
extended to higher-order diffraction and give very accurate results, regardless
of frequency [37], [38]. Thus, we claim that the following sound field model
can be used,
ptotal = pGA + pED1 + pED2 + pED3 + ... = pGA + pED1 + pHOD

(2.4)

where the subscript ”ED1” refers to first-order diffraction, ”ED2” refers to
second-order diffraction etc. The last version of the equation sums all orders
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Figure 2.2: A stacked display of impulse responses for a linear array of receivers, indicated in Fig. 1.6. The impulse responses include the specular reflection (taking the visibility factor into account) and first-order edge diffraction wave. The impulse responses were convolved with a raised cosine pulse
of length 0.21 ms (10 samples @ 48 kHz), acting as a low-pass filter.
of diffraction from 2 and above into a single ”HOD” term, for ”Higher-order
diffraction”. Fig. 2.3 illustrates these components, and it can be noticed that
there can be only 0 or 1 specular reflection from a convex object. Furthermore,
no combinations of specular reflection and diffraction are possible. A brief description of the frequency-domain formulation of the ESIE approach in [37] is
given as follows.
In Eq. (2.7), the first-order diffraction component will be a sum of firstorder diffraction waves from all the edges that are visible from the source and
from the receiver,
n
1 edges
νn
GED1 (ω, x R ) = −
4π n∑
=1

·

Z zn,2
zn,1

V ( x R , x zn )V ( x zn , x S )

e−jkm e−jkl
β(x R , xzn , xS )dzn ,
m
l

(2.5)

where xzn is the position along edge n, m = |xzn − xS | and l = |x R − xzn |. It
should be noticed that the integration variable, the zn -position along edge n, is
expressed in the cylindrical coordinate system of each edge, n.
The higher-order diffraction term, GHOD , can be computed as a set of double integrals, one double integral for each pair of edges, using an edge source
strength, to be determined. Thus, assuming that we have computed these
source strengths, q(xz N , xzn ), which is the strength of an edge source at point
zn , in the direction of edge point z N (on another edge), the contribution to the
receiver is
GHOD (ω, x R ) = −

1
8π

nedges nedges

∑ ∑

n =1 N =1

Z zn,2 Z z N,2

νN

zn,1

z N,1

q ( xz N , xzn )
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of (a) the direct sound, (b) a specular reflection, (c) three
first-order diffraction path, and (d) three second-order diffraction paths.
e−jkl e−jkm
β(x R , xz N , xzn ) dzn dz N .
(2.6)
l
m
where, again, xzn is the position along edge n (the ”from” edge), xz N is the
position along edge N (the ”via” edge), m = |xz N − xzn | and l = |x R − xz N |.
The visibility factor V (x R , xz N ) makes sure that only edges N are included that
can be seen by the receiver, and the visibility factor V (x N , xzn ) makes sure that
only edge-to-edge pairs that can see each other are included.

· V ( x R , x z N )V ( x z N , x zn )

2.2.1 Finding the edge source strengths, q(xz N , xzn )
The edge source strengths can be found via an integral equation formulation,
called the Edge Source Integral Equation (ESIE). The integral equation results
from the insight that an edge source strength, at an edge point xzn is caused by
incoming diffraction waves from all other edge points, xz M , towards edge point
xzn :
n
Z
νn edges z M,2
q ( xzn , xz M )
q ( x z N , x z n ) = q0 ( x z N , x z n ) −
8π M∑
=1 z M,1
e−jks
β(xz N , xzn , xz M )dz M
(2.7)
s
where xz M is the position along edge M (the ”from” edge), xzn is the position
along edge n (the ”via” edge), and xz N is the position along edge N (the ”towards” edge). Furthermore, s = |xzn − xz M |. The two visibility factors make

· V ( x z N , x zn )V ( x zn , x z M )
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sure that only edge triplets (M, n, N) are included where edge M can see edge
n and edge n can see edge N. The term q0 (xz N , xzn ) is the edge source strength
contribution from the external source, S, via edge n, in the direction of edge N:

q0 ( x z N , x z n ) = −

e−jkm0
νn
V ( x z N , x zn )V ( x zn , x S )
β ( xz N , xzn , xS )
8π
m0

(2.8)

where m0 = |xzn − xS |.
The integral equation in Eq. (2.7) is a Fredholm equation of the second kind,
that is, the same as in the boundary element method, and in the radiosity equation. The quadrature, or Nyström, method is efficient for solving this particular integral equation. Consequently, each edge needs to be discretized, e.g.,
following a Gauss-Legendre quadrature scheme. Without going into the details of this quadrature scheme, all the discretized function values q(xz N ,i , xzn ,j )
can be stored in a vertical array, q. The number of values in this q-array, denoted in the following by n DOF , is given by the number of edges, number of
quadrature/discretization edge points per edge, and the number of edges that
each edge can see. As a simple example, a cube has 12 edges, and each edge
can see 6 other edges. If each edge is discretized with Nd points, then the total
number of unknowns, n DOF , is
n DOF,cube = 12 · 6 · Nd2 = 72Nd2
As another example, an octahedron has 12 edges where each edge can see only
4 other edges, so with Nd discretization points per edge,
n DOF,octahedron = 12 · 4 · Nd2 = 48Nd2
For a thin disc, on the other hand, which is discretized with Nd points along a
smooth perimeter,
n DOF,smooth thin disc = Nd ∗ ( Nd − 1)
As a final example, a thin regular disc with nedges edges, and Nd points per
edge, will have
n DOF,thin disc = nedges ∗ (nedges − 1) ∗ Nd2
With the unknown values represented by the array q, the discretized integral
equation is
q = q0 + Hq
where H is a matrix of a huge size but very sparse, in a specific pattern that
depends on the polyhedron type. The matrix equation is so large, anyways,
that it is not possible to solve it by a direct inversion of H. Instead, an iterative
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Neumann series works well, which starts with a first term of the solution being
q0 and the following ones being
q1 = Hq0 , q2 = Hq1 , ....
and
q f inal = q0 + q1 + q2 + ...
Subsequently, the sound pressure at a single receiver point is found as
GHOD (ω, x R ) = Fq f inal
where F is a horizontal array of size [1, n DOF ], with values from the integrand
in Eq. (2.6) so that GHOD (ω, x R ) is a single scalar value. The iterative solution approach gives the possibility to compute the sound field at the receiver
including up to a certain diffraction order: by letting q f inal = q0 , GHOD will
include diffraction up to second order; by letting q f inal = q0 + q1 , GHOD includes up to third order etc.

2.2.2 Convergence of the ESIE method
As indicated in the previous section, it is possibly to deliberately compute the
solution including only up to a certain diffraction order, but normally one
would like to have a final result which is close enough to the direct-inverse
solution. No such criteria have been published for this method, but one can
certainly inspect the values of the last iteration round, qn , and compare their
sizes with the ackumulated sum, and set some stopping criteria based on the
last term’s size. Another computational aspect is the number of discretization points per edge, which equal the quadrature order. By using a GaussLegendre quadrature scheme, one could expect exponential convergence, but
in fact, the integrand in the integral equation, Eq. (2.7) has endpoint singularities which limit this convergence, and in [38] a polynomial convergence was
found, O( N12 ). This convergence can be exploited, using Richardson extrapod

lation for faster convergence and/or for estimates of the error of the solution.

2.2.3 Numerical challenges for the ESIE method
In section 2.1, it was pointed out that the first-order diffraction integral, Eqs.
(2.1), (2.3), (2.2), has the numerical challenge that the integrand (specifically the
β-factor) becomes more and more singular the closer the receiver comes to one
of the zone boundaries. In the same way, higher-order diffraction will suffer
from the same singularity problem in three places:
1. In the source term, Eq. (2.8), the β-function becomes close to singular
as the source comes close to one of the infinite planes that define the
polyhedral scatterer. This challenge can be handled using the so-called
”Locally Corrected Nyström” (LCN) method where one replaces the few
problematic sample points by integrated values.
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2. In the integral equation itself, Eq. (2.7), the β-function causes problems
when the scattering body has wedges with wedge angles that approach
π. That is, polyhedral approximations of smooth bodies are numerically
challenging, whereas scatterers with sharp edges are unproblematic.
3. The propagation integral, Eq. (2.6), has corresponding challenges when
the receiver position comes close to one of the infinite planes that define the polyhedral scatterer. This challenge can be mitigated using the
so-called ESIEBEM hybrid method, where the ESIE method is used to
compute the sound pressure at the surface of the scattering body, that is,
according to some surface discretization scheme, followed by a propagation to the external receiver point, the ”field point”, using the Helmholtz
integral [38].

2.2.4 Example: the scattering by a thin plate
As an example of a convex scattering body, we can choose a square, thin, rigid
plate of size 1m * 1m. Fig. 2.4 illustrates the plate, together with a source and a
receiver positioned such that a specular response occurs. The response is computed with the specular reflection as well as edge diffraction waves, up to 30th
order diffraction, using the method in the previous section. A discretization of
80 quadrature points were used per edge (Gauss-Legendre quadrature), and
this is estimated to be enough discretization up to around 9 kHz (on average
three elements per wavelength). This discretization gave 76800 edge source
amplitudes to solve for in the iterative integral equation solving. The response
was computed for 200 frequencies from 20 Hz to 9 kHz. The result is shown in
Fig. 2.5, also with the result with first-order diffraction only. As can be seen,
if only first-order diffraction is included, the expected high-pass characteristic
is not observed. The response is normalized relative to the specular reflection
strength, so for higher frequencies, the response varies around 1.

2.3 Higher-order diffraction for nonconvex polyhedra
For internal problems, and for external problems with more complex geometries, the scattering bodies will not have a convex shape. This has two consequences,
• Combinations of specular reflections and edge diffractions will be generated. Depending on the scattering body’s shape, there will be support
for zero specular reflections, a finite number, or an infinite number of
reflections in addition to pure diffraction components, see Fig. 2.6.
• The diffraction waves will not give accurate solutions for low frequencies. This is due to a lack of the so-called slope diffraction phenomenon,
[39], [40].
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Figure 2.4: A square plate, centered at the origin, and a source and receiver
located such that a specular reflection occurs, indicated by the thin lines.

Figure 2.5: Frequency response for the geometry shown in Fig. 2.4. The response is normalized relative to the specular reflection strength.
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of different geometries, (a) A convex scatterer, (b)-(d)
Non-convex scatterers with support for (b) no specular reflections; (c) one specular reflection; and (d) unlimited specular reflections; inbetween two diffractions.
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Figure 2.7: Stacked impulse responses for the receiver positions indicated in
Fig. 1.10. The direct sound, specular reflections up to sixth order, and firstorder diffraction, were included.
The second consequence listed above primarily limits the low-frequency
accuracy. Another view on that aspect is that it might be futile to apply diffraction to objects with very small surfaces. The combination of specular reflections and edge diffractions can be identified by extending the image source
concept, [41], [42].

2.3.1 Example: A room with ceiling reflectors
The combination of specular reflections and edge diffraction can be illustrated
by revisiting the case in Fig. 1.10. Now, first-order diffraction waves can also
be computed and added to the geometrical acoustics solution, and the resulting impulse responses are shown in Fig. 2.7. As compared with Fig. 1.11,
the wavefronts are now smooth and continuous across all the numerous zone
boundaries.
The corrected wavefronts in Fig. 2.7, as compared with Fig. 1.11, might look
more accurate but how much importance does the inclusion of the (first-order)
diffraction wave have? Fig. 2.8 shows two receiver positions in two locations which will have very different reflection patterns. The impulse responses
(again, after convolving with a 0.8 ms long Hanning window) are plotted in
Fig. 2.9, both for the GA solution only, and for the GA + ED1 solutions. Apparantly, for receiver position R2 , the diffraction components have a huge impact
since there is just a single specular reflection that reaches R2 within 6 reflection orders. On the other hand, for receiver R1 , which is ”out in the open”, is
reached by many specular reflections and thereby, the effect of ignoring diffraction is much much less than for receiver R2 .
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Figure 2.8: The same room model as in Fig. 1.10, with two receiver positions
marked, R1 and R2 , that have quite different reflection patterns.

Figure 2.9: Impulse responses for the two receiver positions, R1 and R2 , with
GA components only, and with GA + first-order diffraction (ED1).
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Figure 2.10: Frequency responses for the two receiver positions, R1 and R2 ,
with GA components only, and with GA + first-order diffraction (ED1). The
frequency responses have been smoothed with a 1/3-octave-band wide window. The Hanning source signal was not included here.

Chapter

3

Diffuse reflections
The previous chapter described the case of geometrical acoustics (GA) methods for homogeneous media, and specular reflections. This chapter instead introduces Energy-based GA (EGA), which uses p2 as a primary quantity of interest.
This quantity is to be viewed as the average of | p(ω )|2 over a frequency range
such as an octave band or a third-octave band.
In the previous chapters, on specular reflection and edge diffraction, responses were treated as completely deterministic, and the complex sound pressure amplitude, or the sound pressure impulse response were the quantities of
interest. A diffusely reflecting wall surface also has a completely deterministic response which could in principle be computed, at a high computational
cost, if one had accurate knowledge of the surface geometry and impedance
properties. The details of such a response are, however, not interesting whenever we are interested in room acoustics for human listeners. It is rather the
response averaged over a suitably wide frequency range that is the relevant
output quantity. This explains why p2 is the relevant target quantity for diffuse reflections.
Another aspect related to diffuse reflections is that most surfaces have a
general trend of a scattering coefficient† which is rising with frequency. During
the repeated reflections that occur in a room, the all-specular fraction of the
reflected sound field will decrease monotonically with reflection order [REF
Kuttruff], since a reflection sequence with a single diffuse reflection, has lost
the coherence of the specular reflection(s)). This fact implies that both specular and diffuse reflections need to be handled by computational methods in room
acoustics. This necessity to include the modeling of diffuse reflections was also
confirmed in the first international round robin, where it was observed that calculation methods that used only specular reflections got worse results than the
methods that could handle both specular and diffuse reflections [44]. Specular
† The scattering coefficient, δ, is defined as a number between 0 and 100% which specifies which
fraction of reflected sound that is not reflected specularly [43].
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qin
Iin
Sopening

Figure 3.1: A reverberation chamber model to illustrate the Lambert reflection model. An incident sound wave with intensity Iin enters a reverberation
chamber through an opening of size Sopening , from an angle θin (relative to perpendicular incidence.
reflections are typically important for the early reflected sound in a room.
The presentation here will start with the so-called Lambertian reflection model
from a single surface, in section 3.1. The Lambertian reflection model will then
be expanded to a room, which gives the acoustic radiosity equation. Ray tracing
will then be introduced as a way to compute the acoustic radiosity equation
using a Monte-Carlo approach. After that, the more general radiance exchange
method will be introduced, which can handle non-Lambertian reflections. Finally, it will be shown that ray tracing can also handle a mix of specular reflections and diffuse reflections.

3.1 The Lambert reflection model
The Lambert reflection law was derived for the reflection of light, and in order to apply it to acoustics we need to assume idealized reflection properties
that might be difficult to achieve physically. The derivation for sound reflections can use the analogy of a reverberation chamber, with an opening of size
Sopening , which needs to be large compared to the wavelength. Assume a remote sound source of power W0 , on the outside of this reverberation chamber,
at a distance of rin , and with an angle θin between the outwards normal vector
to the opening, and the direction vector (from opening towards the source).
Figure 3.1 illustrates the geometry.
Then the sound power that enters the reverberation chamber is Win =
Iin S projected where S projected is the area of the opening, as seen from the remote
source, which is S projected = Sopening cos θin , so
Win = Iin Sopening cos θin = W0

1
S
cos θin
2 opening
4πrin

If we assume that the reverberation chamber has a perfectly diffuse field and
no losses, so that all the sound power returns out through the opening, Wre f l =
Win , following straight lines (any diffraction around the opening edges is ig-
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qrefl
rrefl

Sopening

Figure 3.2: The reverberation chamber model from Figure. 3.1 used to illustrate
the re-radiation of the Lambert reflection model. Sound rays are ”escaping”
from the reverberation chamber opening in all directions. The intensity hitting
a receiver, Ire f l , which is positioned at an angle of θre f l (relative to perpendicular incidence), will depend on the projected size of Sopening , as seen from the
receiver.
nored), then at a distance rre f l , the reflected intensity is
Ire f l = Wre f l

cos θin · cos θre f l
1
cos θre f l = Iin Sopening
2
2
πrre f l
πrre
fl

(3.1)

where θre f l is the angle between the normal vector to the opening, and the
direction vector to the receiver. The factor cos θre f l appears for a similar reason
as for the incident wave: the wall area of the reverberation chamber that can
be seen from the receiver position is the projected area of the opening. If Ire f l is
integrated over a hemisphere in front of the opening, the resulting power will
indeed be Wre f l . Figure 3.2 illustrates the geometry of the exiting rays.
Equation 3.1 is the Lambert reflection law, or ”Lambert’s cosine law.” This
is a ”memory-less” reflection law, because the direction of the incident sound
does not affect the distribution of the reflected sound - an observation which
seems clear from the reverberation chamber analogy used above. It can be
shown that this reflection law is the only possible memory-less reflection law
[45]. When we want to apply this reflection model to the reflection from a
rough surface, rather than from a window into a reverberation chamber, then
Sopening in eq. (3.1) should be understood as a small surface element dS.
In this derivation, the intensity was not described as a vector per se, but
is understood to be directed in the direction of propagation for each reflection
component. Now we can study the reflection from a single infinite plane, by
integrating over contributions from such small surface elements dS.

3.2 Diffuse reflection from a single infinite plane
When integrating the reflected sound from a Lambertian diffusely reflecting
surface, the reflected sound can be quantified in a few different ways:
1. The sound can be collected at a point in space as an omnidirectional microphone would. Then the reflected intensity in eq. (3.1) can be converted
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to pressure squared, p2 = ρ0 cIre f l , or energy density, w = Ire f l /c.
2. The sound can be collected at a surface, and the power hitting the receiver area, WR can be computed. This power is found from the incident
intensity, IR , and the incidence angle, θ R , for an area of size SR :
WR = IR · SR,proj. = IR · SR cos θ R
where θ R = 0 would imply perpendicular incidence. Alternatively, one
can compute the incident power per area, the irradiation density, or the
reflected power per area, the radiation density, BR , both of which have the
unit W/m2 ∗ . Introducing an absorption coefficient of the surface, α R , one
would get
W (1 − α R )
BR = R
= IR (1 − α R ) cos θ R
(3.2)
SR
Point receiver
To start with, we derive the p2 received at a receiver point in x R , by integrating over an infinite, diffusely reflecting (according to Lambert’s model), nonabsorbing plane, S plane . It is assumed that we know the incident intensity, Iin ,
for all points of the plane, x plane , and then the reflected p2 can be found by integrating the expression in eq. (3.1) for the infinite plane (using p2 = ρ0 cIre f l ),
ρ0 c
p (x R ) =
π
2

Z
S plane

Iin

cos θin cos θre f l
2
rre
fl

dS plane

(3.3)

where rre f l is the distance from the integration point on the plane, x plane , to
the receiver point x R , rre f l = |x R − x plane |. Figure 3.3 illustrates the parameters
involved.
As a simplified special case, we could study a normal-incidence plane wave,
which implies that Iin is constant = Iin,0 , and cos θin = 1:
ρ0 cIin,0
p (x R ) =
π
2

cos θre f l

Z
S plane

2
rre
fl

dS plane

This integral can be solved by changing to polar variables. For this, we define
(without loss of generality) that the plane is at z = 0, and the receiver point is
located at ( xq
R , y R , z R ) = (0, 0, z R ). Denoting the polar/radial distance R, such

that rre f l =
p2 ( x R ) =

R2 + z2R , and cos θre f l = z R /rre f l , we get

∞
zR
R
RdϕdR
=
2ρ
cI
z
dR
0
R
in,0
2
2
3/2
2
(R + zR )
0
0
0 ( R + z2R )3/2
i∞
h
= 2ρ0 cIin,0 z R −( R2 + z2R )−1/2 = 2ρ0 cIin,0 = 2p2in

ρ0 cIin,0
π

Z ∞ Z 2π

Z

0

This expression tells us two things about the value of p2R :
∗ Kuttruff used the irradiation density to derive his version of the integral equation [46], but later
studies have typically used the radiation density [47]
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Figure 3.3: A diffusely reflecting plane, with a receiver position in x R , and a
single sound path illustrated.
• It is independent of the height, z R . That might seem surprising, at first,
but makes perfect sense since the incident wave is a plane wave which
hits the entire wall.
• The value is 2 times higher than for the incident plane wave. That might
also seem surprising, but one has to realize that the incident wave has
a single direction whereas the reflected sound has incidence angles towards the receiver distributed across a hemi-sphere. It is the component
in the perpendicular direction, away from the wall, that tells us about the
power propagating away from the wall. Below we will instead of using
an omni-directional point receiver introduce a flat receiver surface and
register which power passes through it.
Before moving on to a flat receiver surface, we can introduce an absorption
coefficient of the reflecting plane, α plane in eq. (3.3),
p2 ( x R ) =

ρ0 c
π

Z
S plane

Iin

(1 − α plane ) cos θin cos θre f l
2
rre
fl

dS plane

(3.4)

and also employ B plane = Iin cos θin (1 − α plane ) (see eq. (3.2)):
p2 ( x R ) =

ρ0 c
π

Z
S plane

B plane

cos θre f l
2
rre
fl

dS plane

(3.5)

This expression will be used below, in section ??, in the acoustical radiosity equation.
Flat receiver surface
Now, consider a flat receiver surface of size SR , which can be imagined as a
square surface which is large enough that we can ignore diffraction effects.
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Figure 3.4: A diffusely reflecting plane, with a receiver area, SR , and a single
sound path illustrated.
The power incident on such a receiver, for an incident wave with intensity IR ,
with a single direction of incidence θ R (relative to the normal direction of the
receiver surface), is
WR = IR · SR,projected = IR · SR · cos θ R
All the contributions to IR from the infinite surface must be integrated, and the
cos θ R -factor depends on the reflection position on the infinite reflection plane.
We can, again, use eq. (3.1) to set up the integral:
WR =

SR
π

Z
S plane

cos θ R Iin

cos θin cos θre f l
2
rre
fl

dS plane

(3.6)

Figure 3.4 illustrates this case.
Again, we consider the special case with a normal-incidence plane wave,
with Iin = Iin,0 , and cos θin = 1:
WR =

SR Iin,0
π

Z
S plane

cos θ R

cos θre f l
2
rre
fl

dS plane

For this special case, we choose to orient the receiver surface parallel to the
reflecting plane since we expect that such a receiver surface must be hit with
the same power per area as the diffusely reflecting wall. So, for the parallel
receiver surface, θ R = θre f l and
WR =

SR Iin,0
π

cos2 θre f l

Z
S plane

2
rre
fl

dS plane

This integral is very similar, but not identical to, the point receiver case. Employing the same change to polar coordinates, and carrying out the ϕ-integration
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right away, yields
Z ∞

z2R
RdR
0 ( R2 + z2R )2
∞

1 2
2 −1
2
= Iin,0 SR
= 2SR Iin,0 z R − ( R + z R )
2
0
WR = 2SR Iin,0

This result is unsurprising: the power per area hitting the parallel receiver area
is the same for the incident and the diffusely reflected sound.
Instead of expressing the received power, WR , we could use the radiation strength,
BR , via eq. (3.2), in eq. (3.6), and also reintroduce the absorption coefficient of
the reflecting plane, α plane , as well as introducing the absorption coefficient of
the receiver surface, α R ,
BR =

1 − αR
π

Z
S plane

cos θ R Iin

(1 − α plane ) cos θin cos θre f l
2
rre
fl

dS plane

As a preparation for moving onto an entire closed space, rather than a single
plane, we can replace Iin (1 − α plane ) cos θin by B plane .
1 − αR
BR =
π

Z
S plane

B plane

cos θ R cos θre f l
2
rre
fl

dS plane

(3.7)

This expression will be used below, in section 3.3, in the acoustical radiosity
equation.

3.2.1 Numerical computation of eq. (3.4)
Above, we managed to derive analytical results for the special case that the
incident sound was constant across the entire diffusely reflecting surface. In
the general case, eq. (3.4) needs to be computed numerically. We adjust the
expression somewhat by inserting an expression for the incident intensity, Iin ,
as given by a primary source with the power W0 ,
p2 ( x R ) =

ρ0 c
π

Z
S plane

W0 cos θin cos θre f l (1 − α plane )
dS plane
2
2
4πrin
rre
fl

(3.8)

Now we will describe four different approaches to compute this integral.
Acoustic radiosity
To compute the integral in Eqs. (3.4), or (3.8), corresponds to a single-surface
version of the acoustic radiosity method. In section 3.3, we will see its generalization to an enclosed space. An easy and straightforward, but not very efficient∗ , way to compute this integral is to subdivide (a large but finite version
∗ The mid-point integration method, with equally sized elements, converges slowly - as we
decrease the size of the elements - towards the correct result, compared to more refined numerical
integration techniques.
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of) the plane into elements of size ∆Si , and then use the integrand’s value for
the midpoint of each surface element, the mid-point integration method:
p2 ( x R ) =

W0 ρ0 c
1 cos θin,i cos θre f l,i (1 − α plane,i )
∆Si
∑
2
2
2
4π
rre
i rin,i
f l,i

(3.9)

In this expression, the elements do not need to be of equal size since ∆Si could
be individual values for each element.
Ray tracing with ”diffuse rain”
Another alternative is to send out a number of rays from the source, equally
distributed in space. When a ray hits the surface, after a traveling distance,
2 ). Each ray will also represent
rin , it will carry an intensity, Iin = W0 /(4πrin
a surface around the ray, S per ray , which is given by the fact that nrays rays are
2 /n
equally distributed over a sphere so that on average, S per ray = 4πrin
rays .
When the ray hits the surface, the ray area will ”land on” a part of the surface
∆S, and S per ray will be the projected area of ∆S, i.e., S per ray = cos θin ∆S, so
2 /n
cos θin ∆S can be replaced by 4πrin
rays and the computations for eq. (3.9) just
got a little bit cheaper:
cos θre f l,i (1 − α plane,i )
cos θre f l,i (1 − α plane,i )
W0 ρ0 c 4π
W ρ c
= 0 0 ∑
∑
2
2
2
πnrays i
4π nrays i
rre f l,i
rre
f l,i
(3.10)
Even if the computation of eq. (3.10) is cheaper than computing eq. (3.9), it it
still so that each ray, after hitting the surface, must be connected to the receiver
point. This seems obvious since the only thing we are interested in is the response at this specific receiver position. However, when the equations here are
generalized to an enclosed space, where reflections after reflections must be
computed, corresponding to higher and higher dimensions of integrals, then
it turns out that the accurate solution of the radiosity equation, or even the
cheaper eq. (3.10), is unfeasible because of the large number of reflections that
is needed. Therefore, the method called ray tracing for indoor cases was developed, [48]. Later, it will be explained why this approach is called ”Ray tracing
with diffuse rain”.
p2 ( x R ) =

Ray tracing
In ray tracing, a number of rays is, again, sent out from the primary source,
equally distributed in space. But, when the ray is reflected, it is reflected in a
random direction, with an angular probability density function that mimics the
Lambert cosine law, see section A.8. The receiver can no longer be a point but
must be extended, typically a little sphere, and the contributions from each ray
that hit the receiver sphere are summed up. This approach implies that most
rays will miss the receiver sphere, and the probability that a ray will actually
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hit a receiver sphere, of radius a, is ∗
P(hit) =

πa2 1
a2 cos θre f l
Shit− area 1
cos θre f l =
cos
θ
=
re
f
l
2
2
Shemisphere π
π
2π rre
2πrre
fl
fl

where Shit− area is the cross-sectional area of the receiver sphere. Now an interesting possibility becomes clear: instead of computing the value

cos θre f l,i
2
rre
f l,i

for

each ray, and add this contribution to p2R at the receiver, according to eq. (3.10),
for the (few) rays that hit the receiver sphere. On
one can add the constant 2π
a2
average, the result will be the same!
p2 ( x R ) =

=

2W0 ρ0 c
nrays a2

W0 ρ0 c
πnrays

2π

∑ HR (ray i) a2 (1 − α plane,i )
i

∑ HR (ray i)(1 − α plane,i ) =
i

2πρ0 cWper ray
Shit− area

∑ HR (ray i)(1 − α plane,i )
i

(3.11)
where HR (ray i ) has the value 1 if the ray hits the receiver sphere, and the
value 0 if it doesn’t. Obviously, ray tracing become very easy to implement
numerically: let rays be reflected diffusely off the surface, and then count the
number of rays that pass the receiver sphere (and scale each ray-counting with
the factor (1 − α plane,i ) each time the ray hits a surface).
Cone tracing
The ray tracing method is beautifully simple, computation-wise, but it has the
little complication that one needs to specify the size of the receiver sphere.
This can be avoided by letting the receiver be a point, and letting the ray carry
a detector with it, in the form of a circular disc, with a radius which increases
linearly with the total propagation distance from the source.

3.2.2 Numerical example
The case of a large diffusely reflecting surface can be studied. A source is
placed at a height of 1 m and a line of receivers at height 2 m, extending
along a line extending across a horizontal distance from 0.1 m to 10 m. The
source is at the center of the plane. This case was first computed with the
radiosity-like approach in eq. (3.9): the double integral was computed using
the midpoint method and equally sized elements. Figure 3.5 shows the resulting sound pressure level for different numbers of discretizations. Using
2m by 2m large elements (51*51 elements) is obviously not enough for source
and receiver this close to the surface, but there is a very small difference (¡0.07
dB) between the results using 1m by 1m elements (101*101 elements) and the
results for 0.5m by 0.5m elements (201*201 elements). Increasing the integration range beyond 100m also has a very small effect for source and receiver this
∗ The

factor

1
π

cos θre f l is due to the Lambertian reflection model.
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Figure 3.5: The reflected sound pressure level along a line of receivers, at a
height of 2 m above an ideally diffusely reflecting plane, for a point source at
a height of 1 m, computed with Eq. (3.9), ”radiosity”. The plane was 100 m
by 100 m and the midpoint method was used together with square elements.
The resulting sound pressure level, L p , is plotted for different numbers of discretizations.
close to the surface. The reflected sound pressure level for a diffusely reflecting
surface is then compared with the level for a specularly reflecting surface, as
in section 1.6. Here, however, the direct sound is left out, so there is no difference between the ”GA” and the ”EGA” approaches. Thus, Fig. 3.6 shows that
there is a certain difference in level of the reflected sound between the specular and the diffuse reflection. It is possibly counterintuitive that the diffusely
reflecting wall gives a level which is several dB higher for receivers very close
to the source, whereas the specular reflection is stronger further away from
the source. It can be confirmed that these results actually will give the same
amount of totally reflected power, if the vertical component of the intensity is
integrated across (any) receiver plane parallel to the reflecting surface (results
not shown).
As a second attempt, the ”diffuse-rain” approach in Eq. (3.10) was used
for the same geometry as with the radiosity-like approach above. A number
of rays were emitted from the source, in random directions. In the vertical
direction, the θ-angle direction of the rays was generated with the distribution
in Fig. A.1 (b). Fig. 3.7 shows the results for 1e3, 1e4, 1e5 and 1e6 rays. The
difference between the two latter was smaller than 0.03 dB. As expected, the
results agree with the radiosity-like formulation presented in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6.
The third version is to use ray tracing, as given by Eq. (3.11) for the same
problem as above. Fig. ?? presents some examples of various numbers of rays,
and two different sizes of receiver spheres. The best ”diffuse rain” result from
Fig. 3.7 is plotted as a reference. Naturally, the smallest receiver spheres give
the largest variations.
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Figure 3.6: The reflected sound pressure level from a diffusely reflecting surface (best results from Fig. 3.5), as well as from a specularly reflecting surface.

Figure 3.7: The reflected sound pressure level along a line of receivers, at a
height of 2 m above an ideally diffusely reflecting plane, for a point source at
a height of 1 m, computed with Eq. (3.10), ”diffuse rain”. The resulting sound
pressure level, L p , is plotted for different numbers of emitted rays (in random
directions).
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Figure 3.8: The reflected sound pressure level along a line of receivers, at a
height of 2 m above an ideally diffusely reflecting plane, for a point source at
a height of 1 m, computed with Eq. (3.11), ”ray tracing”. The resulting sound
pressure level, L p , is plotted for different numbers of emitted rays (in random
directions), and two different sizes of receiver spheres. The best result from
Fig. 3.7 are included as a reference result.

3.2.3 Time-domain computation of eqs. 3.9-3.11
The expressions in eqs. 3.9-3.11 will all give a stationary p2 -value, which can
give the total sound pressure level, L p . This might be the quantity that one is interested in, but several other parameters, such as the reverberation time, need
information about the temporal dependence of p2 . It turns out to be straightforward to modify the equations above to give the temporal dependence. The
general equation, eq. (3.8), becomes


Z
rin + rre f l
W0 ρ0 c
δ
t
−
p2 ( x R , t ) =
c
4π 2 S plane

·

1 cos θin cos θre f l (1 − α plane )
dS plane
2
2
rin
rre
fl

(3.12)

where the Dirac delta function, δ(t − t0 ), implies that the contribution from
a specific point on the plane will arrive at the receiver at the specific time t0 .
Computationally, this is handled by discretizing p2 (t) into time sample slots,
centered at t = n∆t. It should be realized that for diffusely reflecting walls,
the function p2 (t) is expected to be a smooth function of time, and therefore, a high
sampling frequency is not needed. Choosing small time slots can capture the
time-dependence of p2 (t) more accurately. A typical value of ∆t might be 1-10
ms.
An accurate computation of p2 (n∆t) is possible for the integral in eq. (3.12) but
it would involve finding the ”elliptical ribbon” which is the intersection of the
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reflecting plane, and two ellipsoidal shells that correspond to the propagation
times t− = (n − 0.5)∆t and t+ = (n + 0.5)∆t. Furthermore, the integrand that
should be integrated for that elliptical ribbon is not analytically solvable in the
general case.
A simpler computation is to use ray tracing and let each ray sample the integrand value at the point of the wall that the ray hits. This contribution is then
added to the correct time sample slot, based on the total propagation time for
the ray.
We can, again, look at the special case of a normal-incidence plane wave, onto
a rigid plane, so that Iin = Iin,0 , cos θin = 1, and α plane = 0. First, we derive
p2 ( t ):
Z ∞ 
r
R
p2 (x R , t) = 2ρ0 cIin,0 z R
δ t−
dR
c ( R2 + z2R )3/2
0
In an integral with a Dirac function, we need to make a change of variables:
q
q
R2 + z2R
r
τ= =
⇒ R = (cτ )2 − z2R
c
c
h
i−1/2
c2 τ
dR
= q
⇒
= c2 τ (cτ )2 − z2R
dτ
(cτ )2 − z2R
so
2

p (x R , t) = 2ρ0 cIin,0 z R

Z ∞
z R /c

q
δ (t − τ )
Z ∞

(cτ )2 − z2R
(cτ )3

c2 τ
q

(cτ )2 − z2R

dτ

c2 τ
dτ
(cτ )3
z R /c
Z ∞
1
= 2ρ0 Iin,0 z R
δ (t − τ ) 2 dτ
τ
z R /c
zR 
1 
= 2ρ0 Iin,0 z R 2 H t −
c
t
where H (t) is Heaviside’s step function. If we would integrate p2R (t), from
t = z R /c to ∞, we would indeed get the same expression as the stationary p2R
derived earlier.
To complete our exploration of the cases that can be solved analytically, we can
derive BR (t) for a receiver area parallel to the diffusely reflecting surface, with
a normal-incidence plane wave onto a rigid plane, so that

= 2ρ0 cIin,0 z R

BR ( t ) =

Iin,0
π

Z

δ (t − τ )


r  cos2 θre f l
dS plane
δ t−
2
c
rre
S plane
fl

The same steps as above are needed, starting with changing to polar coordinates such that
Z ∞ 
z2R
r
BR (t) = 2Iin,0
δ t−
RdR
c ( R2 + z2R )2
0
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and another change of variables, so that τ = rc , which leads to
BR (t) = 2Iin,0 z2R

=

2Iin,0 z2R
c2

Z ∞
z R /c

Z ∞
z R /c

δ (t − τ )

δ (t − τ )

1 2
c τdτ
(cτ )4

2Iin,0 z2R 
1
zR 
dτ
=
H
t
−
c
τ3
c2 t3

Integrating this over time yields
I=

2Iin,0 z2R
c2

Z ∞
z R /c



2Iin,0 z2R
1
1 −2 ∞
dt
=
t
= Iin,0
−
2
t3
c2
z R /c

which is the expected stationary value.

3.3 Diffuse reflections inside an enclosed space
Inside a room, the concepts in the previous sections can be generalized by letting the diffuse reflections from one wall irradiate all other walls. In this generalization, the radiation density at the wall surfaces, B(xwall ), is treated as an
unknown, which can be used in an integral equation formulation. Thus, the
radiation density at one point is a sum of the contribution from the primary
source, B prim. and the contributions from all other wall surface points, taken
directly from eq. (3.7). We change notation for the angles, to clarify which is
the angle for the incident sound wave direction, and which is the angle for the
outgoing sound wave direction:
B(xwall ) =

1 − αxwall
π

Z
Sall

B(x0wall )

cos θin,xwall cos θout,x0

walls

wall

2
rre
fl

+ B prim. (xwall )
where

0
dSwall

(3.13)

Iin dS proj. (1 − αxwall )
Win (1 − αxwall )
=
dS
dS
= Iin cos θin,xwall (1 − αxwall )

B prim. (xwall ) =

Eq. (3.13) is an integral equation because the unknown, B, appears both outside
and inside an integral. Specifically, this kind of equation is called a Fredholm
equation of the second kind, which is the same type of equation which governs
the boundary element method, and the edge source integral equation in Chapter 2.
Once the first step of computing the radiation density, B(xwall ), everywhere on
the wall surfaces, has been done, then this field can be propagated to a receiver
position, R, using eq. (3.8):
p2 ( x R ) =

ρ0 c
π

Z
Sall

B(xwall )
walls

cos θout
dSwall
2
rre
fl
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This is then the acoustic radiosity method for an enclosed space, which is based
on the Lambert reflection model. It has also been generalized to be called the
acoustic radiance exchange method, by allowing more general reflection models than the Lambertian, [19]. Furthermore, possibilities to introduce specular
reflections in the acoustic radiosity method have also been made [49].

3.3.1 Numerical computation
The integral equation in eq. (3.13) can be addressed with standard discretization approaches such as the quadrature, or Nyström’s, method. This will lead
to a matrix equation with a vector of unknowns, values of B, in the discrete
points. The matrix equation might be possible to solve with a direct inversion,
but the size of the problem often prohibits direct inversion. Instead, an iterative method corresponding to a Neumann series formulation of the integral
equation can be used. Each round of the iteration corresponds to one more
reflection order.
In the same way as the ray tracing method was described for a single surface, it
can be implemented in the same way for enclosed spaces. Thereby, ray tracing
becomes a Monte-Carlo method for solving the iterative Neumann series formulation of the matrix equation. Using the quadrature method would mean to
choose discretization points beforehand, and evaluate the integrand values for
those points. On the other hand, the ray tracing approach samples the surfaces
at points given by the random process at each diffuse reflection. Again, ray
tracing will computationally be simple:

3.4 Extending ray tracing with diffraction
TBD

Appendix

A

Appendix - Some useful
expressions for geometrical
computing
A.1 The plane equation, Ax + By + Cz + D = 0
A plane is typically defined by a list of three or more corners, or vertices,
x1 , x2 , ..., x N , that are assumed to be defined according to the right hand rule:
if the plane is seen from the frontal side, then the corners are defined in the
counter-clockwise direction. Then the normal vector, n, can be found as the
cross product between two vectors created by a consecutive triplet of corners,
x1 , x2 , x3 :
v
v = ( x3 − x2 ) × ( x1 − x2 ), n =
(A.1)
|v|
In case the three vertices are aligned, or very close to aligned, then one needs
to choose another triplet of vertices that are not aligned. The normal vector
will give A, B, C:
( A, B, C ) = (n x , ny , nz )
and the final parameter, D, is found by inserting any vertex, xi , into the plane
equation, so that
D = − n · xi

A.2 The image source position, x IS
If a reflection plane is defined by a general plane equation Ax + By + Cz + D =
0, which is normalized such that A2 + B2 + C2 = 1, then the image source
position, for a source position, xS , is given by
x IS = xS − 2t · n
46
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where n is the normal vector to the plane, n = [ A, B, C ], and t is the perpendicular (shortest) distance from the source to the plane,
t = n · xS + D

(A.3)

A.3 The reflection angle, θ
The reflection angle, θ, can be found via the dot product between the normal
vector, n, and the vector from the IS, x IS , to the receiver, x R ,
cos θ =

n · (x IS − x R )
|(x R − x IS )|

(A.4)

where the fact that |n| = 1 was used.

A.4 The reflection point, x RP
The reflection point, x RP , in the reflecting plane can be found as
x RP = x IS + u · v
where
v=

(A.5)

x R − x IS
|x R − x IS |

and
u=−

D + x IS · n
v·n

A.5 Check if a point is in front of or behind a plane
To check if a point, x1 = ( x1 , y1 , z1 ), is in front of, or behind, a plane with plane
equation Ax + By + Cz + D = 0, one needs one point that belongs to the plane,
x P = ( x P , y P , z P ), and then

f = n · ( x1 − x P ) :



 f < 0 ⇒ x1 behind plane
f = 0 ⇒ x1 belongs to plane


f > 0 ⇒ x1 in front of plane

(A.6)

A.6 Reflect a ray in a plane
If a ray is defined as xray = xstart + t · vin , with t ∈ [0, ∞[ and vin being a
normalized direction vector, then a reflection in a plane with a normal vector
n will give a new direction vector
vre f l = vin − 2(n · vin )n
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The reflection point is given as in eq. (A.5),
x RP = xstart + u · vin
where
u=−

(A.7)

D + xstart · n
vin · n

A.7 Edge-related coordinate systems
Let an edge be defined by the two endpoints, xstart and xend , and two planes P1
and P2 (in form of their respective plane equations). Plane P1 should be the one
which, if one places the RH thumb along the edge (pointing from xstart to xend )
and curves the fingers, the fingers should ”come up through” P1 and, if one
rotates the thumb, the fingertips should land on the visible side of P2 . Then P1
is called the edge’s reference plane.
The edge-related coordinate system (re , θe , ze ), will have its origin in xstart , and
the ze -axis will follow the edge, so that xend has the edge-related coordinates
(re , θe , ze ) = (0, 0, le ) where le = |xend − xstart |.
The conversion from the global cartesian coordinate system to the edge-related
coordinate system can be done in two steps:
1. Transform a point’s global cartesian coordinates, x, to edge-related cartesian coordinates, x0 , which are such that the unit vector in the z0 -direction,
v̂z0 is along the ze -axis relative to the edge. Furthermore, the unit vector
in the y0 -direction, v̂y0 is the normal vector of plane P1 , and the final unit
vector, in the x 0 -direction, v̂ x0 is in the plane P1 perpendicularly away
from the edge.
2. Once x0 has been determined, then
ze = z0
q
r e = x 02 + y 02
(
0,
re = 0
θe =
x0
−
1
cos re , re > 0
For the calculation of θe , one has to make sure to respect the quadrants
that x 0 and y0 are in, so that θe ∈ [0, 2π [
The transformation of x to x0 can be done efficiently with a rotation matrix A:
x0 = A(x − xstart )
The coordinates x must be stored in a vertical array x = ( x, y, z) T . The array A
can be found by identifying three vectors that are known both in the x- and the
x0 -space. Thus:


1 0 0
h
i
0 1 0 = A v x0 , vy0 , vz0 = AV
0 0 1

A.8
LAW
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where v are vertical vectors, and they are, with A1 , B1 , C1 being the plane equation coefficients for plane P1 .
vy0 = [ A1 , B1 , C1 ] T ,
vz0 =

xend − xstart
,
|xend − xstart |

v x 0 = vy0 × vz0
Then,


1
A = 0
0

0
1
0


0
0  V −1
1

One A-matrix has to be determined for each edge, and then it can be used again
and again for finding coordinates relative to that specific edge.

A.8 Generation of random directions according to Lambert’s law
In ray tracing, one needs to generate a random direction, specified as two angles (θ, ϕ), where θ ∈ [0, π/2] and ϕ ∈ [0, 2π ]. The ϕ-angle should follow a
uniform distribution, which is easy to generate, with a function such as the
Matlab function rand. But, how does one get random numbers with the pdf
cos θ, as the Lambert law requires? The general method for generating random
numbers with a desired pdf f ( x ) is this:
Rx
1. Derive the cdf, F ( x ) = x f ( X )dX
min

2. Derive the inverse of the cdf, I ( x ) = F −1 ( x )
3. Generate random numbers, η, with a uniform distribution, and
4. The output random numbers, ξ, are ξ = I (η )
We start by looking at the example of uniformly distributed directions, like in a
true diffuse-field. We actually need to implement a pdf which is f (θ ) = sin θ,
because we don’t want to have as many points around, say, θ = 2 degrees as
we want around, say, θ = 88 degrees. So, for this pdf, with xmin = 0, we get
the cdf as
F (θ ) = 1 − cos θ
This function can be inverted,
θ = cos−1 (1 − F )
and this expression is to be understood such: we can insert uniformly distributed random values for F, and then θ will be random values with the pdf
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Figure A.1: Three different distributions, illustrated by plotting the hit-point
on a hemi-sphere, and viewing the hemi-sphere from straight above. (a) A
probably useless distribution resulting from f (θ ) = 1. Note the concentration
of points around θ = 0. (b) A diffuse field distribution, with f (θ ) = sin θ. Note
that the even distribution of hit points, gives an increased density around the
perimeter when viewed from straight above. (c) A Lambert reflection model,
with f (θ ) = 2 sin θ cos θ
. Note the even density when viewed from straight above.
f (θ ) = sin θ. Since F ∈ [0, 1], we can as well use θ = cos−1 F. As a consequence of the above, we get a Lambertian reflection model by implementing
f (θ ) = 2 sin θ cos θ (which has the integral 1, when integrated from θ = 0 to
θ = π/2). The cdf is
1
F (θ ) = [1 − cos(2θ )]
2
This function can be inverted,
θ=

1
cos−1 (1 − 2F )
2

and again, by inserting uniformly distributed (between 0 and 1) random values
for F, then θ will be random values with a pdf f (θ ) = 2 sin θ cos θ. Figure A.1
illustrates three different examples of distributions.
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